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Cinema and Urban Culture in Shanghai: 1922-1943. Ed. 
Yingjin Zhang. Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Press: 1999. 369pp. ISBN 0-8047-3188-8 (cloth); ISBN 0- 
8047-3572-7 (paperback).
Chinese cinema studies is a fast growing academic field in 
the West since the 1990s because of the international reputation 
of the various “new waves” in China, Taiwan， and Hong Kong. 
Consequently, more attention has been devoted to films made 
between the 1980s and the present. However, relatively less 
scrutiny has been given to Chinese films from earlier periods. As 
the first book-length study of pre-1949 Chinese cinema in 
English, Cinema and Urban Culture in Shanghai: 1922-1943 is 
an invaluable contribution to the fledgling field of Chinese 
cinema studies in the West. Moreover, the book also adds to a 
resurgent interest in Shanghai culture in the Republican period 
in modern China studies.
Apart from the introduction by Yingjin Zhang, the book 
contains nine separate essays written by Zhen Zhang, Kristine 
Harris, Leo Ou-fan Lee, Andrew D. Field, Michael G. Chang, 
Yingjin Zhang, Zhiwei Xiao, Sue Tuohy, and Shelley 
Stephenson. All the essays are meticulously researched and 
written by specialists with knowledge in original Chinese- 
language archival materials. The essays are cogently divided 
into three parts: (1) Screening Romance: Teahouse, Cinema, 
Spectator; (2) Imaging Sexuality: Cabaret Girl, Movie Star, 
Prostitute; and (3) Constructing Identity:
Nationalism, Metropolitanism, Pan-Asianism.
The book also includes a filmography of all the 
films mentioned in the book, a select 
bibliography, a Chinese character list, and 
twenty four illustrations.
The introduction and the individual 
chapters address important issues in film 
studies and modern China studies. Yingjin 
Zhang’s “ Introduction: Cinema and Urban 
Culture in Republican Shanghai" outlines the 
major threads and themes in the 
historiography of Chinese cinema in the 
Republican period. He expounds his
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conception of the study of early Chinese cinema as a 
Foucauldian "archeology of knowledge," and treats cultural 
history as histoires des mentalites. The first set of three essays 
deals with questions of film institutions and spectatorship. Zhen 
Zhang’s essay “Teahouse，Shadowplay, Bricolage: ‘Laborer’s 
Love’ and the Question of Early Chinese Cinema” examines 
勞工之愛情 Laogong z/?/ a/’g/ngf [Laborer’s love, 1922]， perhaps the earliest 
extant complete Chinese film. This particular text allows Zhang 
to fru itfu lly  explore the hybridity of early Chinese films 
(shadowplay, theater, teahouse entertainment) as well as linking 
Chinese cinema studies to larger issues of the silent era across 
the world (Hollywood conventions, etc.). Kristine Harris's chapter 
'T/?e Romance of the Western Chamber and the Classical 
Subject Film in 1920s Shanghai” studies the 1927 film 
西廂記 adaptation of the classical drama Xixiang j i  by Minxin Film 
Company. Harris reminds the reader of the important fact that 
classical subjects were often deemed as feudal, superstitious, 
and reactionary in the eyes of China’s promoters of 
modernization and enlightenment. Swordplays and costume 
dramas were denigrated genres in certain types of film 
historiography. The film studios “publicized these productions as 
spectacular images of an authentic Chinese culture, and their 
claims to authoritative representation soon collided with the 
agendas of political modernizers and advocates of revolutionary 
literature” （72). Leo Ou-fan Lee’s essay， “The Urban Milieu of 
Shanghai Cinema, 1930-40: Some Explorations of Film 
Audience, Film Culture, and Narrative Conventions," astutely 
argues that early Chinese cinema first developed partly as a 
result of “the demand for leisure and entertainment (rather than 
an extension of the May Fourth project of intellectual 
enlightenment)” （74). Rather than launching into textual readings 
of individual films, Lee richly and patiently outlines the cultural 
and institutional contexts of Chinese cinema in this historical 
period: movie theaters, movie magazines, popular tastes, film 
spectatorship, and narrative conventions. He offers a more 
balanced description of Shanghai film culture than those given 
by film historians who are influenced by the ideological 
predispositions of the leftist and May Fourth discourses. A 
revised version of this piece is reprinted as Chapter Three in Leo 
Lee's own monumental study Shanghai Modern: The Flowering
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of a New Urban Culture in China: 1930-1945 (Harvard University 
Press, 1999).
The second part of the book takes up issues of female 
sexuality in film representation and Shanghai urban culture in 
general. In “Selling Souls in Sin City: Shanghai Singing and 
Dancing Hostesses in Print, Film, and Politics, 1920-49," Andrew 
D. Field contends that "in many ways cabaret girls were modern 
surrogates for courtesans of the late Qing and earlier periods" 
(99), Although the research is carefully done, the positive 
conclusion the author draws seems to be one-sided: the cabaret 
hostesses serve as substitutes for the pleasures brought by the 
courtesans of the past and at the same time Initiate Shanghai 
natives into the manners and mores of the modem world” （127)_ 
The lack of an informed theoretical discussion of gender and 
class politics results in a failure to appreciate the nuances and 
double-sided nature of the appearance of a new social 
phenomenon in urban culture. In “The Good, the Bad, and the 
Beautiful: Movie Actresses and the Public Discourse in 
Shanghai, 1920s-1930s," Michael G. Chang surveys a range of 
public attitudes toward female stardom in that period. He looks 
into the careers of major stars such as Wang Hanlun, Yang 
Naimei, Hu Die, and Ruan Lingyu. Chang attempts to unveil the 
“the deceptive dynamics of newly institutionalized mass media 
and the commodified mass culture that pervaded urban life in 
early twentieth-century China" (159). A further step in this 
direction is accomplished by Yingjin Zhang in his chapter 
Trostitution and Urban Imagination: Negotiating the Public and 
the Private in Chinese Films of the 1930s/1 There is an 
immediate grasp of the double-sided, dialectical element in the 
discourse of the modern city: Shanghai is a symbol of hell, 
decadence, and dehumanization, as well as heaven, progress, 
and civilization. Zhang postulates three major modes of public 
discourse surrounding prostitution in modern China: (1) the 
informative, journalistic mode, (2) the appreciative, hedonistic 
mode, and (3) the castigatory, moralistic mode. Another 
desirable aspect of this piece is its effort to trace certain motifs in 
Chinese visual representation of female sexuality to world art 
history (174-76).
The third set of essays brings up the theme of the 
construction of national and regional identity in government film
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policies (Zhiwei Xiao), film music (Sue Tuohy), and film stardom 
(Shelley Stephenson). Xiao lucidly analyzes an important 
chapter in Chinese film history: the policies of the National Film 
Censorship Committee (NFCC) and the Central Film Censorship 
Committee (CFCC) in regard to the use of the Cantonese dialect 
in film and issues of sex and superstition in film representation 
during the Nanjing decade. The state and the intellectuals both 
guarded film as a tool for the sublime tasks of nation-building 
and modernization. In her contribution to the anthology, Sue 
Tuohy argues that the influential musicians who chose and 
composed film music participated in the debates about China’s 
future and about the role of the arts in the process of social 
transformation, debates that make their way into the music" 
(200). As we know, film songs sometimes have a more illustrious 
afterlife than the original films for which they are composed. All 
mainland Chinese can sing the “March of the Volunteers”_ the 
national anthem, but most of them have never seen the film in 
風雲兒女 which the song first appeared: Fengyun ernu [Children of 
Troubled Times, 1935], Yet, Tuohy is quick to point out that 
although some film songs may have been canonized by the 
leftist, revolutionary tradition later on, there was not a unified, 
monophonic musical language. "[The] musicians, the ideas 
portrayed, and the sounds themselves reflect the varied and 
often conflicting thought characteristic of urban China in the 
1930s” （221). Shelley Stephenson examines an intriguing 
episode in Sino-Japanese film history: the images of a female 
李香蘭 film star in Shanghai during the Japanese occupation. Li 
Xianglan, or Yamaguchi Yoshiko (b. 1920), a Manchurian-born 
萬世流芳 Japanese actress, performed in the blockbuster film Wanshi 
liufang [Eternity, 1943], a rendering of the history of the Opium 
War and the story of Lin Zexu that was originally intended to 
arouse anti-Western sentiments among the Chinese public. (The 
political context in the making of the film has been also studied 
by other film scholars such as Poshek Fu.) The film itself and the 
film star who passes as a Chinese are part of the Japanese 
efforts to construct a pan-Asian film culture, or a "Greater East 
Asian Film Sphere." Stephenson's case study of border­
crossing, pan-Asian stardom points toward a new direction in 
national, regional, and transnational cinema studies.
The editor and the contributors of this anthology have
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increased our understanding and appreciation of Chinese 
cinema and urban culture in the first half of the twentieth century. 
The book is full of solid historical research, lucid attention to 
details, and occasionally helpful theoretical interventions. I highly 
recommend it to students, teachers, and scholars of Chinese 
cinema and modern China.
Sheldon H. LU
